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OALPHERATZ   alpha Andromedæ  14 Ý 30

Notes:  A double star, white and purplish, in the hair of Andromeda.  From
Al Surrat al Faras, the Horse’s Navel, as it was formerly located in Pegasus.
Frequently called Caput Andromeda, or Andromeda’s Head.
Influence:  According to Ptolemy it is of the nature of Jupiter and Venus.  It gives independence,
freedom, love, riches, honour and a keen intellect
With Sun:  Honour, preferment and favors from others.
With Moon:  Energetic, persevering, honour, wealth, many good friends and business success.
With Mercury:  Active mind, benefits from judges, lawyers or churchmen, pioneer work
bringing prominence, accused of selfish motives, writes on science, religion or philosophy.
With Venus:  Neat and tidy appearance, quiet life, good health, fond of pleasure and soci-
ety, fortunate in speculation.  – From Fixed Stars, by Vivian Robson   Buy

(continued, pg. 6)

Books on Chiron, a survey
Animals, Love of.  It is suggested that one, or
both, of two instincts are involved, consciously
or otherwise, in most cases of unusual devo-
tion to animals.  In many instances it is easy to
perceive that the feeling is really protective,
and this is commonly found in cases where
the native has no children owing to a childless
marriage or celibacy.  It may be asked why, in
such cases, the native prefers an animal to an
adopted child.  This may sometimes be due to
the dominative instinct being strong as well as
the protective, in which case a pet is more at-
tractive than a child, having less individuality
and being also less trouble.  The second mo-
tive is love of wild life, the native having him-
self much of the “primitive” in his own char-
acter.  This is exemplified by hunters, who may
be devoted to their dogs, not through any feel-
ing engendered by thwarted parenthood, but
because they feel a real kinship with them.  The
former of these attitudes is generally found with
Lunar or Cancerian afflictions in the horoscope,
and the second goes with the fiery signs and
planets, including thereunder Uranus.  Again,
Neptune and Pisces nearly always give a true
love of animals – more next week.

CHIRON, a planetoid that orbits er-
ratically between Saturn and Ura-
nus, was discovered by Charles

Koval on November 1, 1977, in Pasadena,
CA, about 10 am.  It had previously been
anticipated by Maurice Wemyss  decades
earlier, as “Jason.”  The primary difference
between Wemyss’s Jason (ruler of Sagittarius)
and the astronomical Chiron was that Jason
had a regular orbit, while Chiron does not.

Koval’s early ephemeris immediately
brought Chiron to the attention of the astro-
logical community.  One of the earliest
books was The Continuing Discovery of
Chiron, by Erminie Lantero, which is now
out of print.

The most significant early researcher
was Zane Stein.  His book, Essence and
Application, A View from Chiron, was
based largely on the results of questionnaires
he distributed to astrologers, from the late

1970’s until sometime in the 1980’s.  His
book started life as magazine articles.  It was
first published as a book in 1984 or ’85 and
had successive editions until 1995, when its
first publisher, Al Morrison, in New York,
passed away.  Thereafter Stein himself pub-
lished his book, with limited distribution.
When he moved to Australia in 2011 I be-
came the publisher and in 2012 produced an
entirely reset edition, with a new ephemeris.

Stein’s book still has the genuine excite-
ment of discovery about it.  It is written as a
series of self-contained sections, as Stein’s
thinking about Chiron evolved over time.  It
is the book that most, if not quite all, later writ-
ers have used for inspiration.  He brands Chi-
ron as a Maverick.  Other keywords are heal-
ing, common ground, quest and turning point.

One early camp follower was Barbara
Hand Clow, with her book, Chiron, Rain-
bow bridge between the inner and outer
planets.  Which remains the best-known and
most popular book on Chiron.  Clow, if I am
not mistaken, introduced Chiron as the
Wounded Healer and gave the planetoid an
extensive mythology.

Another early researcher was Richard
Nolle and his book, Chiron, The new planet
in your horoscope, the key to your quest,
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Johnny Carson

JOHN William Carson, the  host of
NBC’s Tonight Show from 1962 to 92,
has recently been revived by Turner

Classic Movies (TCM).  Who are now pair-
ing his interviews of notable actors with the
movies the actors starred in.  Which is not
only logical, but also plays to TCM’s own
aging (and retro) demographics.  It is indeed
surprising it took TCM 20 years to make the
obvious connection.

At the moment, TCM has Conan
O’Brien, who has himself briefly hosted the
Tonight Show, introducing Carson’s work.
From Conan I learned that a host has to do
more than ask 20 questions and leave his
guest to ramble.  An interviewer must have
his wits about him, he must guide and lead
the interview, keeping it tightly focussed, and,
if at all possible, pull surprised rabbits out of
unsuspected hats.  All while being self-ef-
facing and modest.  No simple job.

I think I can remember as far back as
1962, when Carson first took over the To-
night Show, though I did not see much of
him until the 1980’s.  We who grew up with
Carson took his work for granted, we never
saw or even imagined the talent behind it.

So it was refreshing, and a challenge, to
come to his chart and puzzle it out.  Johnny
Carson was born on October 23, 1925, at 7:15
am, in Corning, Iowa.  The time, 7:15, is said
to be from the birth certificate and has been
well-established for many years.  Carson him-
self once gave 11:47 pm to Lynne Palmer,
which is clearly wrong.  It gives Leo rising,
ruling planet Sun – now in Scorpio – in the
4th, a waning Jupiter-Moon conjunction in
the 6th, none of which resembles the man.

IT is, however, not exactly easy to make
the 7:15 am Scorpio rising chart fit.
Carson appears to be friendly and like-

able, but Scorpio rising is intense and sneaky.
In Carson’s chart, Mercury in Scorpio in

the first would be intense and highly focused
speech, with great intelligence.  Conjunct
Saturn, speech and thinking are slowed down
and made methodical.  Saturn in the first is a
sense that “nobody likes me,” which can lead
to feelings of inferiority, but with Scorpio
(unlike Saturn in Leo in the first!), you never,
ever see it, and, conjunct Mercury, also in
Scorpio, one’s own opinions about himself
are the very last topic that will ever come up
for conversation.  Carson never spoke about
himself and Mercury conjunct Saturn in his

first was the reason why.  It was simply too
painful.  As for support elsewhere in the chart,
note Mercury/Saturn’s tight sextile to Moon-
Jupiter in Capricorn in the 3rd, as well as the
tight trine to Pluto in Cancer in the 9th.  In
most cases I don’t think trines and sextiles
add a lot to charts, but it does give the plan-
ets concerned gravitas, as it were.  Here it
reinforces Carson’s reluctance to reveal him-
self.  Scorpio is the most secretive of signs.

But Mercury-Saturn in the first leaves
Carson feeling exposed.  He believes the
world expects him to say something, to do
something (Mercury), to be responsible (Sat-
urn).  This wasn’t what the world expected,
of course.  The world “saw” Scorpio rising
and then went looking for its ruler, Mars.
Which, being in the 12th, the world would
normally not have been able to find and, de-
bilitated in Libra, would not normally have
amounted to very much.  Note that I am pos-
tulating the difference between how the native
views his ascendant – as a window looking
out – and how the world views that same win-
dow:  As giving only a limited view of the room
(ruling planet by  house and sign) behind it.

The world does not care about the win-
dows of a house, but rather, the house as a
whole.  Is it big, is it small, does it have a
moat, is it painted red or green or what?  What
the world cares about is not the ascendant,
but the midheaven.

Which in Carson’s case is Leo, which is
himself as a unique individual.  Which is
ruled by the Sun in the last degree of Libra
in the 12th house.  Sun in the 12th, Carson
does not want the spotlight, Sun in Libra he
would be comfortable if he had a partner, but,
Sun at the very last degree of Libra, it is too
late for him to get one.  Note his 7th house,
of partners, is empty, so there would be no
one to whom he could “gravitate.”

The ruler of the 7th is Venus, which we
find in Sagittarius in the 2nd.  Sagittarius is the
sign of hope.  One hopes for a partner, but as
Sagittarius is inconjunct to Taurus and as in-
conjuncts (and semi-sextiles) are aspects of
invisibility, Carson never quite found the right
partner, at least as far as females went.  In-
stead, Sagittarius being a mutable sign, Carson
went from woman to woman, wife to wife.

Carson’s actual partner was Ed McMa-
hon, born March 6, 1923.  Carson’s partner-
ship with McMahon, starting around 1957,
went largely unappreciated (Venus incon-

WHEN we find in the Birth
Locality Chart that a crisis shall
arise in the native’s life (as in

this one with the Ascendant-ruler Sun
moving to conjunct the crisis-planet
Uranus) we study the life pattern in its
entirety to see what way-out there may exist
for the one whose future it upsets. In this
11th, we expect CIRCUMSTANCES OUT
OF HIS CONTROL to develop in life, due
to the presence of a malefic there.

Planets register according to their natural
signification:  Saturn in the 11th grants time
in which to learn to take over the
management of the affairs, but Uranus
gives no quarter because he strikes like
lightning, demanding immediate action that
is often entirely unpredictable. Mars always
fights for his rights wherever he is by house
in the chart so that he always wins, but his
near relative Pluto doesn’t because he
simply goes underground until the crisis is
over, which amounts to biding his time.
Neptune of short memory always forgets it
as a false alarm.

This Birth Locality Chart is for Freddie
Prinz, whose fame in the entertainment world
is assured by Leo rising with the ruler
Sun conjunct Jupiter semi-sextile Venus
ruling the career-Midheaven.  This Sun-in-
Cancer home loving man would find troubleat
home and be separated from his children by
opposition to Mars, ruling his home-4th, in
his children-5th, and doubly restrained
because retrograde on both counts.

Warning in the
Johndro Birth
Locality Chart
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 — Astrological Essays, 1979.  Buy.
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HSTUDENT’S  CORNERH

  © Marian Futterman, 1976, Your Dog
and Astrology.  Some of the best sun-
sign writing I ever came across.

+ The New Newsletter

Most people, most astrologers,
even, have no idea how rich,
how varied, astrology really is.

I’m lucky.  For the last twenty years, I’ve
lived in what amounts to a world-class
astrological library, which I’ve been pass-
ing off as AstroAmerica.  Every week I
will serve up a slice for your amusement.

‘Til next week – Dave

+
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DOG OF THE
MONTH
DOG OF THE
MONTH

This is a serialization of Vivian Robson’s
A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology.

continued:—

April 3:
1882–Jesse James killed.
1888–First Jack the Ripper killing.
1895–Oscar Wilde’s libel trial begins.
1968–Martin Luther King’s last speech.
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— A Student’s Text-Book of Astrology, by
Vivian Robson.  Buy — © Debbi Kempton-Smith, 1999.  Buy.

Character and MindCharacter and Mind
The general type so indicated will be
modified by the sign positions and aspects
of the significators, good aspects giving the
more favourable characteristics of the
aspecting planets, and bad aspects the more
unfavourable.

Mind. The chief significators of mind are
the Moon, Mercury and planets in, or the
ruler of, the 3rd house.  In addition planets
in the mutable signs & cadent houses also
influence the mind.  Mercury rules the pure
intellect; the Moon, the brain & concrete
mind; the 3rd house, the lower mind; the
9th the higher mind, philosophy, and
dreams; the 6th the sub-conscious mind; and
the 12th, the hidden, inner, and unconscious
mind, and occultism.

The signs & aspects of the significators
denote the mental characteristics. If
Mercury& the Moon are unconnected, not
aspecting the Asc., and afflicted by the
malefics, especially if mutable signs are
involved, there is a great danger of mental
instability or madness, Saturn indicating
melancholia, Jupiter and Mars religious
mania, Mars alone madness, and so on.  The
more aspects there are to Mercury the better,
even if many bad ones, as an unaspected
Mercury tends to lack of balance.  About
the worst affliction to Mercury is from
Uranus, as this causes twisted, inverted,
erratic, and eccentric ideas, and insanity, or
at least liability to nervous breakdown.
Other positions indicative of a tendency to
insanity are Mercury afflicted by Mars in a
day map, or by Saturn in a night map; Saturn
afflicting the Asc. by night, or Mars by day,
especially if in a watery sign. . .

   The Aries dog really
needs that sign,
“BEWARE OF THE
DOG.”  If let out of the
house he will be chasing
cars and biting tires, not
to mention terrorizing
the poor mailman.

He starts new adventures all the time.  For
instance if he’s not burying his bone he will be
digging one up, and carting it to another place.

If he cocks his leg in the house, especially
after having just gone, he is really angry at
you.  Don’t make him neurotic by chiding
him.  You have hurt his feelings, and I think
a talk is in order.  Maybe you can crouch
down and look him in the eyes as you are
speaking to him.  I think he will then
understand that you are sorry, and this will
be the end of the matter.

Moving is no trauma for this pet.  The
more houses the better. Each one is a new
adventure. The Aries dog is especially good
for the frequent traveler.

Saturn in AriesSaturn in Aries
The definition of cowardice is to see what

is right and not do it.  — Confucius

SO many comedians are born with Sat-
urn here.  I guess they’re afraid people
will laugh at them anyway, and Saturn,

always practical, might as well get paid for it.
These are very serious folks, but they try their
damnedest to hide the fact.

In childhood they weren’t allowed a nor-
mal, healthy show-off ego.  The parents said,
“Don’t be selfish—share.”  Parents played
with your presents before you got them, and it
was rare that you ever got the luxury of pure,
new “vibes” on anything.

People with this Saturn are afraid of the
things Aries is afraid of—that you won’t like
them.  They want to come first in your life,
but they’re afraid to ask or act like they have
the right.  You can win them forever by treat-
ing them as Number One.  They burn to be
leaders—inwardly they yearn to be Superman.
They’re terrified to show how much they want
it.  They have terrible guilt complexes about
their egos; often this is the position of the
oversheltered but neglected child.  Parents
force them to be grown-up too fast.

No wonder so many of these folks stay
single, or even become priests to breathe the
heady air of self-hood, which their parents
taught them was obscene.  The loner image is
a sham—they’re greedily desperate to prove
their independence . . . to themselves.  They’re
afraid they can’t do it all themselves.

No one ever taught them to build up their
charisma, how to dress right, how to please
themselves first.  [With Carson’s chart—Dave]

(or the first house)
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Johnny Carson
October 23, 1925
7:15 am CST
Corning, Iowa
Placidus houses
mean node

junct the cusp it ruled), the partnership was
extremely lucrative for Carson (Venus in the
2nd, of money).  Ed was himself born a Pi-
sces, the sign of Venus’ exaltation.  On March
6 of any given year, the Sun is at 14 Pisces,
which is dead conjunct Carson’s 5th house
cusp, the 5th ruling, among other things, the
theater.  A full Carson-McMahon synastry
would be of interest, I regret I have not the
time at the moment.

While partner McMahon was busy en-
abling the two of them to make piles of money,
Carson’s wives, ruled by the same Venus in
Sagittarius, were busy taking the money away
from him.  Here you see how gender can re-
verse outcomes and how it has the last word.
Not something to be underestimated.

Ed McMahon arrived in Carson’s life
when Carson was 32, which is late.  Since
Carson’s Libra Sun, empowering his mid-
heaven, was unable to give him a partner on
an equal footing, Carson initially exploited
his Neptune, which the Sun also rules.  In
Leo, in the 10th, it shows a man who is imagi-
nary, who is illusory, who is not really there.
Neptune shows stage magic, pure and simple.

Which in fact is how Johnny Carson
started his career at age 14, in 1939 or ’40,
performing simple magic tricks.

 Johnny Carson grew up “standing behind
his living room window,” (Mercury-Saturn
in Scorpio in the first), as it were, while
watching passersby stop and point at his
house as a whole (Leo on the MC).  At first
he used magic as his means of dealing with
the people he attracted.  While in the Navy
in WWII he briefly turned to boxing while
aboard the USS Pennsylvania, an aging
battleship, identical in design and construc-
tion to the USS Arizona, lost at Pearl Har-
bor.  According to his Wiki page, Carson was
10 - 0 in shipboard boxing matches.  With
nearly 1400 sailors aboard, Carson appar-
ently had pugilistic talent.

Note Carson’s Mars is precisely in the
Gauquelin sector for athletes, but know also
that when I recently looked at the natal charts
for Michel and Francoise Gauquelin, I got
better results for both of them by adding 12
hours to their stated times of birth.  If they in
fact made this mistake with their own charts,
they likely made the same mistake on thou-
sands of other charts, which implies that
Gauquelin’s famous diagram should be
turned 180 degrees.  Which will show the
major emphasis in a worker’s chart (athletes,
writers, politicians, musicians, etc. are all
workers) to be the 6th of service, rather than
the 12th of obscurity.  Certainly Carson’s
chart bears this out, as, according to Gauque-

lin, he should have had athletics as a major
factor in his career, rather than a compara-
tively minor one.  Note that his 12th house
Mars is the apex of a T-square involving
Moon, Jupiter and Pluto, such that athleti-
cism becomes a viable outlet, presuming the
12th really has anything to do with athletics.
Now remember the 12th also relates to institu-
tions and that Carson boxed while part of an
“athletic” institution, that being the US Navy.

Yet so far as I am aware, Carson had no
interest in physical exertion before the Navy,
and none after it.  Despite Sun and Mars in
the institutional 12th, Carson left the Navy
as soon as the war was over.  As an adult it
was said he played drums in private for his
own amusement.  Which would be Mars in
the 12th (private activities) and again con-
tradicts Gauquelin, since the Gauquelin sec-
tors, by definition, define activities that are,
or eventually become, public.  Which the
12th never is.  But I digress.

SO with Johnny Carson we have
someone who thinks himself un-
known, unliked and unloved (Scorpio

rising, Mercury-Saturn in the first), who re-
treats into his own private world (Sun-Mars
in 12), who ventures out to amuse and enter-
tain the people he invariably attracts (Leo on
12).  I am trying to show how an interpreta-
tion is built, step-by-step.

In arriving at a talk-show career, Carson
successfully combined his Sun-Leo-Nep-

tune-10th with his Moon-Jupiter in Capricorn
in the 3rd.  Capricorn is as far away from
hyper-emotional Cancer as the Moon can get.
Moon in Capricorn, exactly sextile Mercury-
Saturn in Scorpio, will never, ever, let his  hair
down, will never, ever, reveal his true self,
will never, ever show his real emotions.
Moon in the 3rd is instinct, Moon in Capri-
corn is structure.

As a result, in an interview Carson will
know what you will say, know what you are
thinking even before you do.  Earth signs are
not as fast as water signs, but they are im-
mensely practical, and, so far as water goes,
remember the sextile to Mercury in watery
Scorpio, as well as the dead-on opposition
to Pluto, in watery Cancer.

Moon-Pluto opposed, Carson knew ex-
actly how far he could push anyone and what
the likely result would be if he did.  There
are scattered reports of just how intense, how
nasty, how Scorpionic he could really be.

The opposition by house, from 3rd to 9th,
the 9th being religion and law – and politics
– explains why he consistently refused to air
these issues on his show.  When you think of
conjunctions and oppositions to Pluto, think
of nuclear bombs, as Pluto is at least that
explosive.  With Pluto in the 9th, exactly op-
posite the Moon in 3, ninth house topics were
far too dangerous.  It also explains why he
interviewed so few foreigners, as the encoun-
ters would have been starkly confrontational.
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THE  SALES
There are two.  Take your pick:

THE FIRST SALE:
BUY A BOOK - GET ANOTHER AT HALF PRICE.

The rules:  Buy any book or tarot deck
at regular price, get an Astrology Classics
book of equal or lesser value at HALF PRICE.

Minimum order:  Two books.  There is
no maximum.

Astrology Classics books are the 50
which we publish.  Find the complete list
HERE.  Any book (including Vedic), any tarot
deck, paired with one of the books we pub-
lish, will work.  You can even get two As-
trology Classics books, one at full price, one
at half price.  Any combination.

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“HALF PRICE” and we will make the
changes, as I regret the cart is not smart
enough.  (Credit cards are not charged on-
line.  We do that manually.)

OR,

SALE NUMBER 2:
BUY $100 OR MORE OF ASTROLOGY CLASSICS

BOOKS, GET THEM ALL AT 40% OFF.
Rules:  You can only buy Astrology Clas-

sics, which are the 50 books we publish.  See
the complete list here.  No other books
qualify.  Your order must total at least $100,
(shipping extra).

On the second page of the shopping
cart, in the space for Promo Codes, write,
“40%” and we will make the changes, as I
regret the cart is not smart enough.  (Credit
cards are not charged on-line.  We do that
manually.)

Get $100 in books for $60.
Get $150 for $90.
Get $200 for $120, etc.

______________

Should you forget to write “half price”
or “40%”, send us an email as soon as you
can.  We will be happy to adjust, but you must
make your claim!

Take this opportunity to build your library
with the books you have long wanted.  —
Dave

Some selected

Astrology
Classics Books

Astrology
Classics Books

THE  SALESAnd it explains why, though wildly popu-
lar in the US, Carson was unknown interna-
tionally.  Which is atypical of American su-
per-stars, who are invariably known world-
wide.   Carson was not, and he was thankful
for that.

WHICH, finally, only leaves his
longevity.  Thirty years as host
of the Tonight Show.  Johnny

Carson, unlike TCM’s master host Robert
Osborne, was not a social butterfly.  Carson
rarely attended parties, he had little social life.
It is one thing to use a TV program as the
pinnacle of a lavish, outgoing life.  It is an-
other to stand entirely apart from the people
one must interview, often interview repeat-
edly.  I recall his protracted effort to find some
other employment in the early 1980’s, which
eventually led to a greatly reduced workload.

Think again of  the time of birth he him-
self gave to Lynne Palmer, 11:47 pm.  It gave
a chart with Leo rising.  As Carson was a
friend of Carl Sagan, it may be presumed
he had no knowledge of astrology, but it is
of interest that, left to his own devices, he
gave his midheaven as his ascendant and ac-
cidentally implied a life of isolation, which
Leos invariably have and which Johnny
Carson in fact did.  You will often find ser-
endipity of this nature, if you will look for it.

For many years I had a repetitive dream,
where I guest-hosted Carson’s Tonight Show.
I quite enjoyed it.  I don’t think this dream
was personal to me.  I have long thought it
was a socially-shared mass dream, one that
many thousands had over the years.

Looking on-line just now, I find no aware-
ness of this.  Unlike in England, where there
is a well-known mass-dream of being pre-
sented to the Queen.  Which virtually every
English subject has at least once in his life.  I
was long enough in England that I myself
had that dream.

Which is the visible result of mass
thought-forms, which secretly determine
public opinion.  Comics, with an angry, con-
temptuous Saturn in the first, forcibly escape
this trap, as Debbi so rightly notes in this
month’s extract from her book.  There are
other ways to escape the herd, but Saturn in
the first is one of the best, if not the nastiest.
But eventually you simply tire of the anger,
and want to quit and enjoy your remaining
serenity.  Carson retired at 66.  He could have
gone on far longer, had he wished.  When he
retired he looked old and worn out.  He was.

So, did any of you ever dream of hosting
Carson’s show?

W

The Book of Instruc-
tion in the Elements
of the Art of Astrol-
ogy, by Al Biruni.
Books like this give lie
to the modern claim,
that ancients had noth-
ing to do with astrol-
ogy.  Al Biruni was a
genius on the level of
Leonardo, if not
greater, one of the most outstanding minds
who ever lived.  Here is his essential primer
on astrology, including one of the best com-
pilations of Arabic Parts ever made.  $12.95

Skeet Shooting for
Astrologers, my first
book of essays, 2007-
2010.  Including: Oral
vs: written, Dancing
lessons, Politicians
and Astrology, Be a
professional astrolo-
ger and make lotsa
money, Hot tips in real
estate, Mozart’s birth-
day, Charles Carter vs: Adolf Hitler, more.
$24.95

Medical Astrology –
Heinrich Daath.  From
1914, one of the best
and most sophisti-
cated of all the astro-
medical books.  Many
unique details, such as
planetary sympathy
and antipathy, crystal-
lization, many kinds
of planetary strength.
Includes a synopsis of planetary causes of
specific diseases, much more.  $15.95
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first published in 1983, which was contem-
porary with Stein’s early papers and some
two years before Stein’s groundbreaking
book.  Nolle gives full credit to Stein for his
tireless promotion of Chiron.

Melanie Reinhart has two books on Chi-
ron:  Chiron and the Healing Journey,
originally published by Penguin Arkana in
1989 (when she herself was series editor),
and Saturn, Chiron and the Centaurs, To
the edge and beyond, which are transcripts
of lectures she gave in London in the mid-
1990’s for Liz Greene’s Centre for Psycho-
logical Astrology (CPA Press).  In the Heal-
ing Journey, Chiron the wounded healer, a
great deal on the Greeks and mythology and
more.  The first part of Saturn, Chiron and
the Centaurs is about Saturn, the second is
about Chiron in its larger context as one of the
Centaurs, which are smaller, erratically-orbit-
ing planetoids in the same neighborhood.

Chiron, Healing Body and Soul, is by
Martin Lass and was first published in 2005,
which makes it the newest of the books on
Chiron.  This is Chiron as a “dark horse,”
which immediately reminds us of Zane Stein
and his “maverick” concept.  The Wound, the
Search, the Wound’s expression, Escaping the
wound, Healing.  Much metaphysics.

And here’s three more:
Midpoint Keys to Chiron, by Chris

Brooks, from 1992.  As the title suggests,
Chiron in midpoint structures and Cosmo-
biology, which means the 90O dial.  His view
of Chiron, from a lists of keywords on pg.
26, is refreshing: transitions, turning points,
breakthroughs.  With an emphasis on fore-
casting with Chiron.

Chiron in Houses, Signs and Aspects,
is a small monograph by Maritha Pottenger.
It dates from 1995 and is a mere 35 pages.
Useful if your interest is slight.

And finally, Mechanics of Future As-
teroids, by the tireless Martha Lang-Wescott.

I can’t call this a book about Chiron, as it’s
really a book about asteroids that happens to
have Chiron in it, but Martha’s concepts are
first class.  Here is the start:  Chiron repre-
sents an original view or “different” per-
spective; it shows (by House & Sign) where
you aren’t bound by societal, cultural, pa-
rental or any strictures – you have a unique
slant on issues of the House and of aspect-
ing planets.  Chiron can be thought of as a
blend of Saturn and Uranus; the direct Chi-
ron accentuates the Uranus-flavor of the
Chiron energy.

I myself do not use Chiron or much of
any of the “new” astrology.  Once I found
Morin, I had what amounted to a fine old
Swiss watch.  All the gears and levers, all
ticking away.  It sure would be nice to have
a nice LCD display and all the bells and
whistles but I no longer know how to use
them.  This is my fault.

I hope you enjoyed this brief survey.

A Survey of Chiron, continued from pg. 1
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